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2. Environment
The current work environment forces us to improve the analysis of the existing information in
order to optimize the resources and the investments in the sector.
Business Intelligence platforms allow us to consolidate information from different
management applications making possible this analysis in no time.
The hospitality sector has been managed for years by multiple technological platforms offering
closed solutions in which the integration with external modules was very difficult.
Management applications have been limited to connectivity with other applications or
external solutions.
The Hotel Dashboard is born with that philosophy: to enable the hotel to integrate the
information from different existing data sources from the hotel or hotel group software
platform through the Business Intelligence without limitations.
The hotelier can cross data and information from its management applications (hotel,
commercial, events, quality control, technical services, interfaces, points of sale, purchase,
inventory, finance, web, etc.,) independently from the software vendor of these applications.
With this he can optimize the business management through specialized programs for each
one unifying the information effectively through the Business Intelligence.
For those hotel groups that work with different brands, different hotel software by region, or
other technologies, they can unify the information easily.
Through the Hotel Dashboard and its modules it is possible to centralize data from the
different management software’s. Furthermore the Hotel Dashboard is designed to only
acquire the licenses needed to work with, adapting to your budget and investment capabilities.
Providing you with what just only a few hotels of the market have discovered: the optimization
of their business management through the Business Intelligence analysis.
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3. Financial Solution
Financial Solution is a Dashboard that allows analyzing in detail the company´s accounting
information within the Hotel Dashboard BI Solution and all other BI solutions included on it.
Through this platform a complete Financial BI can be installed in a few days.
With this Data Discovery it can be easily obtained a Balance Sheet, P&L and the key financial
ratios. Furthermore the user can access to the “What If” functionality to simulate the effect on
figures when modifying different ratios.
Beside the Spanish Chart of Account System, the Hotel Dashboard Financial Solution includes
the adaptation to COA “Uniform Systems of Accounts for the lodging industry” in order to be
adaptable to the needs of the international hotel industry. Other accounting systems can also
be incorporated as per customer request. The HD Financial Module can be connected to the
main financial management software on the market, to name some, Oracle Financials, SAP
Financials, Navision, Scala, Infor SunSystems, Sage, Dimoni, etc.

3.1. Dashboard Overview
The Dashboard has different sheets or tabs that allows analyze meticulously the
following information:








Detailed Balance Sheet, Journals, Trial Balance, etc.
Assets distribution according to their definition: Fixed Assets, Current Assets,
Non-Current Assets and the distribution within the balance sheet.
Financial stability: working capital analysis, financial operation’s needs, etc.
Income Statement: detailed analysis of P&L, Breakeven, etc.
Financial KPI's: grouping of the main indicators of solvency, finance, debt,
leverage, profitability and economic
What-if: Simulation that shows the impact on the economic scenario when
manually changing some ratios.
Custom reports: configurable table that allows the user to define their own
report.
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3.2. Selectors and Filters
In the options, alongside the corresponding indicators, we can find the selectors
that can be applied to filter the values of these indicators and the current selections
box that reports filters applied (left).
Selectors and filters. The indicators defined in the Dashboard collect information
based on certain selectors. Selectors can also be applied as filters. The main
Dashboard selectors are:









Company: analyzed organization. If no filter for company is selected the
indicators shows the total sum of them, not the consolidation.
Balance Sheet level: There is a selector for the first five levels of the Balance
Sheet analysis. The number of levels can be adjusted as per customer
requirement.
P&L Levels: there is a selector for the first three levels of the P&L Analysis. The
number of levels can be adjusted upon customer requirement.
Journal type: indicate if the journal is a normal, opening or closing journal, etc.
Account: information about the account where the journal is posted.
Concept: information about the journal posted
Date: there are various selectors associated to the journal such as posting date,
month, quarter and fiscal year.
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3.3. Expressions
From the journal posted the Dashboard make some calculations that provide
information about the financial situation of the company. The main calculated
values in the Dashboard are:








Debit: amount of the total sum of the journal posted as debits.
Credit: amount of the total sum of the journal posted as credits.
Balance Sheet amount: difference between the Debits and Credits of the
analyzed journals.
Amount of the Profit and Loss: sum of the values grouped in the P&L account.
Opening values: amount of the opening journals analyzed.
Working Capital: Amount resulting from deducting Current Liabilities from
Current Assets.
WCR: This is the value coming from the sum of [Account Receivable + Inventory
+ Prepaid Expenses] minus [Account Payable + Accruals].

3.4. Executive Summary
This option shows a Balance Sheet and a P&L updated with the system data. The
development includes a comparison of this year and last year.
The available filters are:
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Indicators for further analysis of the balance sheet.
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3.5. Balance Sheet
The Balance Sheet shows detailed information for this financial statement.
The available filters are:

The graph shows the amounts of the Balance Sheet grouped at level 2 (Current
Assets + vs Non-Current Assets Current Liabilities + Equity + Non-current liabilities)
and table to analyze the detail. The options in this section are:


Data in Detail.
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Trial Balance.



Journal Listing
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Account Statement



Economic Structure (Assets)
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3.6. Equity
In this option is shown the equity.
The available filters are:

Graphically the distribution represents each of the levels 3 and 4 for total assets
and total liabilities. The graphics let you drill down to lower levels of detail.
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3.7. Financial Balance
This option shows the financial balances of the companies analyzed.
Available filters are:

The options visualized are the following:
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3.8. Income Statement
In this section are shown the details of the Income Statement.
The available filters are:

The options visualized are the following:


P&L Detail.
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Detailed P&L and Analytic



Breakeven
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Results

3.9. Financial KPI’s
This section includes Income Statement details.
The available filters are:
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The options available in relation to the KPI are:


Solvency Indicators:
o General Liquidity: Current Assets / Current Liabilities. The value should
be greater than 1 and near to 2.
o Treasury: (Cash in Hand and Bank) / Current Liabilities. The value should
be near to 1.
o Short Term Solvency (liquidity): (Cash in Hand and Bank + Acc.
Receivable + Inventories) / Current Liabilities. The value should be
greater than 1 and near to 2.
o Long-Term Solvency (guarantee): Total Assets / (Current Liabilities +
Noncurrent Liabilities). The value should be greater than 1.
o Liquidity ratio: Cash in Hand + Bank / Current Liabilities. The optimum
value is set between 0,2 y 0,4.
o Interest Expense vs EBITDA: Interest expenses / EBITDA.



Financing Indicators.
o Financial Autonomy: Equity / Total Assets. The value must be greater
than 50%.
o Dependency: (Current liabilities + Non-current liabilities) / Total Assets.
The value should be below 50%.
o Average Collection period: Receivables / Sales * 360.
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o
o
o

Average Payment period: Payables / Purchases * 360.
Financing Investment Clients: Suppliers / Customers ...
Financing Fixed Ratio: (non-current assets + equity) / Fixed Assets
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Indicators Indebtedness.
o Indebtedness. Total Debt / Liabilities. The value should be below 50%.
o Quality of Debt. Short Term Debt / Total Debt. The optimum value is set
between 20% and 50%.
o Indebtedness on borrowings: (Long-term Liabilities+ Current Liabilities)
/ Liabilities. The value should be below 50%.
o Working Capital: Current Assets - Current Liabilities. The value must be.
o Ability to repay the loan: (Net Income + Depreciation) / Total Debt. The
value should be as high as possible.
o Cost of debt: Financial Expenses / Total Debt. The value should be as
small as possible.
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Leverage Indicators
o Leverage. Assets / Equity. The value must be positive.
o Financial leverage. Leverage x (PBT / EBITDA). The value must be.



Performance Indicators.
o ROA profitability: EBITDA / Assets. The value should be as high as
possible.
o Financial Profitability ROE: (EBITDA - Interest - Taxes) / Equity. The
value should be as high as possible.
o Return on sales ROS: (EBITDA - Interest - Taxes) / Equity. The value
should be as high as possible.
o Return on Shareholder: (EBITDA - Interest - Taxes) / Equity. The value
should be as high as possible.
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o
o



Subscribed Capital Profitability: (Net Income + Depreciation) / Social
Capital.
Cash Flow on equity: (Net Income + Depreciation) / Equity.

Economic Indicators.
o (EVA) Economic Value Added: EBITDA - Corporation Tax - ((Equity +
Liabilities) * (Average Cost Liabilities + Equity)). The value must be
positive.
o Financial charges on sales: Financial Expenses / Sales.
o Asset turnover: Financial / Sales Expenses.
o Stock rotation: Sales / stock...
o Churn Rate. Sales / Customer.
o Sales growth: (Sales N - Sales N-1) / (Sales N-1).
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3.10. What If - Simulator
Simulation of the impact when changing certain ratios on some accounts like
Capital, Customers, Suppliers, Purchasing, Sales…) can be achieved utilizing the
What If simulator.
The available filters are:

The visualization options are:
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3.11. Custom Reports
By selecting different fields the user can generate on demand reports that allows
analyzing the information desired at any time.
The available filters are:

The display options will be adjusted according to different dimensions or
expressions being selected:
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The information provided in this document is indicative and should be defined in each project
based on the installed client´s software on the property. Prior to the signature of any Business
Intelligence project, Mastel Group will provide a project detail document that defines the full
scope of the project to be delivered to the client based on the personalized needs previously
discussed and analyzed in each case.
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